
Directions for Sewing a Two Layered Non-Medical Face Mask

Materials needed:
Cotton for outside of mask
Flannel for inside of mask
Thread
Pipe cleaners - optional to create a snug fit around the nose
1/4 inch elastic - optional for ears 

STEP 1: Making Straps
Note - If you are using elastic for around the ears, disregard this step and proceed to step 2. 

Cut 4 strips of cotton 17” long and 1.5 inches wide. Fold both long sides of the strip in towards the center. Press.
Then fold in half and press again. Diagram A
Sew straight down the center. (To finish all seams, run the machine back and forth, rather than tying off threads)
Make all 4 ties this way. Binding tape can also be used if you have it. Diagram B

STEP 2:
Cut one piece of cotton 8” in height and 9” wide
Cut one piece of flannel 9” in height and 9” wide as in Diagram A
(Note, if you are NOT using pipe cleaners, cut the flannel the same size as the cotton (8” x 9”) and proceed
to step 3.

Take the flannel piece of fabric (right side down) and fold the top of the 9” length over by 1 inch. Mark the
middle of the fold. Cut one pipe cleaner in half and then fold in half. Bend the cut ends so they won’t poke
through the fabric. Slip the piece of pipe cleaner under the fold in the middle of the flannel. Diagram B.
Sew the seam closed. My machine is able to sew right over top of the pipe cleaner which helps secure it in
place. Both pieces of your fabric should now be approximately the same size. Trim if they’re not.
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STEP 4

Sew closed the inch gap on the sides and sew along the top, but STOP when you reach the pipe cleaner on
both sides, leaving about a 2 inch gap, so that you can turn the pouch inside out. If not using the pipe
cleaner, just leave a 2 inch opening in the middle of the pouch. Diagram A. Turn pouch inside out. Pull on
the straps to help pull the corners out. It’s a good idea to press it flat at this point. Top stitch to close the
opening at the top. Diagram B. 

STEP 3: If using elastic for ears, go to Elastic Instructions for this part.

With right side of cotton fabric facing up, position a tie on the bottom 2 corners (9” side) so that the ends lie
flat and are positioned near the center of the top. Diagram A. Pin right side of the flannel (pipe cleaner is at
the top) to the cotton. Starting about 1 inch from a short (8” side) sew down the side and across the bottom
and then up the other side, stopping about 1” short from the top. Diagram B
Pin one of the remaining straps to the top right side and the other one to the top left side, tucking ALL the
straps inside the pouch. Diagram C. 

STEP 5

Make 2 folds in the mask by pinching about 1/2 inch of fabric and
folding down. You don’t need to measure. Just make 2 folds in 
approximately the middle of the mask. Pin and sew along both
sides to secure the folds or pleats. Diagram A. Width of mask
should now measure 4 inches approximately.
Note: Make sure that the folds face down from the top (the pipe
cleaner edge) as up facing folds can collect droplets more easily
than downward facing folds. Press folds flat.
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STEP 6

That’s it. You’re done. Thank you so much for helping out with this project! 

ELASTIC FOR EARS

To use elastic for ears, cut two 7” pieces of 1/4 inch elastic.
With right side of cotton fabric facing up, position one piece of elastic so that it curves from the top 
corner to the bottom corner on each side (8 inch sides) of the mask. Elastic should be making a sort of
C shaped curve. Make sure the elastic curves are ON TOP of the fabric. You want them to be inside the
pouch when you sew on the flannel layer.

Pin right side of the flannel (pipe cleaner is at the top) to the cotton. Sew both pieces of fabric together
catching the elastic in all 4 corners but leave a 2 inch gap at the top of the pouch so that you can turn
the pouch inside out.

Turn inside out and use elastics to help 
pull the corners out properly.

Proceed to step 5 for the pleats.

Tie tightly behind head and
bend pipe cleaner to create a
snug fit around nose.




